Special Conversion Kit for Tailstock-Extension Table

The new model SHOPSMITH has many features which further increase the efficiency and ease of operation of this versatile tool. In order to make these new conveniences available to you, Magna Engineering Corporation designed the new parts to make them adaptable to models previously produced.

Original parts will not be wasted—both old and new can be used for many operations. For example, the original tailstock and extension table can be used with the new—one on each end of the ways to provide a saw table 59" wide. And two fences on the table will provide firm support for operations such as precision molding and dado ripping.

SPECIAL CONVERSION KIT CONSISTS OF:

- All-metal extension table assembly with fence bar on front so fence can be instantly secured and adjusted. The cast iron extension bracket slides in milled channel on tailstock and is quickly secured by large convenient knob.
- New tailstock with milled channel for extension table bracket, and floating base for cup center, assuring perfect alignment with drive center.
- New pressure cast fence with positive locks on front and back, and with depth of cut scale engraved on side.

KIT ALSO INCLUDES: Tailstock Knob - Floating Sleeve and Lock Nut - Extension Bracket Knob - Revised Owner's Guide

Part No. K-120 SPECIAL PRICE (until Oct. 1, 1949) . . . $17.50  Regular List Price . . . $23.25

OTHER NEW PARTS
to bring your SHOPSMITH up-to-date

Miter Gauge Assembly
Has automatic spring stops at critical settings and patented slots for quickly applying miter gauge extension.
Part Number 106-1X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.50

Depth Indicator Assembly
New pressure-cast construction provides adjustable friction-set gauge to indicate depth of stroke. Includes new spring. (Packaged with instructions for installation)
Part Number 102-39RX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2.95

Tailstock Assembly Only
Part Number 104-1RX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.50

Extension Table Assembly Only
Part Number 109-6RX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8.25

Rip Fence Assembly Only
Part Number 107-6RX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.50

THESE SHOPSMITH ITEMS SOLD ONLY THROUGH YOUR SHOPSMITH DEALER